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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most recent developments in b1asting prac-
tice is that of applying the principle of short period de1ay 
electric blasting. In this type of electric blasting, instead 
or having al1 holes fire at one time, each hole or group of 
holes is a shot in itselr. To provide a short period delay, 
of a few thousar.dths of a second, between each hole or group 
of holes, either millisecond (split-second) delay electric 
blasting caps or a suitable delayed action blasting switch may 
be used. 
Short period delay electric blasting systems were orig-
inally developed for use by quarries in or near urban areas 
in order to reduce vibration and concussion. However, it 
early became evident that many other advantages would accrue 
with the use of such systems of blasting. 
The advantage of split-second delay electric blasting 
caps for quarrying and open-pit or strip mines, as claimed (1) 
by the manufacturers, can be summarized as fo11ows: 
. 
(1) better b~eakage (fra~nentation); 
(2) controlled backbreak; 
(3) helps regulate throw; 
(4) cuts down complaints about noise and vibration; 
(5) cuts cost on explosives and drilling. 
~~~~-----~----~------~~-----~-----~-~-~-~-----~~-~---~~~----




With the success of short period delay systems in sur-
face mining and quarrying. it was recognized that there might 
well be various applications of the systems to certain prob-
lems encountered in underground mining operations. 
They are now being used success.fully in sane underground 
mining. Advantages of' split-second delay electric blasting 
caps :for underground mining, as cl.aimed by manufacturers, may 
(2) 
be summarized as :follows: 
(1) improved fragmentation; 
(2) marked reduction of bootlegs; 
(3) elimination of dynamite 1n the muck through prevention 
of "cut-off's"; 
-· (4) decreased concussion and vibration. 
~~---~--~---~~-~-~---~~-----~---~~--~--~~~---~~-~--~------~-
(2) E. I. duPont de nemours & Company, Blasters• Handbook, 
p 88. 
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the uses and 
advantages of the various systems of short period delay blast-
ing used 1n surface and underground mining. 
As part of this research a limited number of tests were 
made at Missouri School of Mines' Experimental Quarry to deter-
mine if it is practical to choose an optimum system or delay 
interval for a particular set of conditions; and a survey of 
the agricultural limestone indqstry of' Missouri in regard to 
blasting practices was made. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
(3) 
Early History o;f Blasting. 
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--------~~--~~---~~---.... -~----~----~-~~~~----------~-~----~-~ 
(3) Ibid., pp. 1-7 
______ .., ____________ ... ____ ._ ........ .._ ___________ ... _________ ....,, __ ._ __________ _ 
The actual inventor of' gunpovtder is not lmown. The f'irst 
use of gunpowder has been attributed to the Chinese, the In-
dians a.rid the Arabs. However, the Thirteenth Century writings 
of Roger 3acon in England contain instructions f'or the prep-
aration of black powder. 
As early as 1613. Morton Weige1 suggested gunpowder :for 
mining in Saxony. The f'irst recorded use is that a Tyrolean 
nwned Kaspar Weindl £ired a blast in the Royal Mines of Schemnitz 
at Ober-Biberstollen 1n Hungary in February 1627. Soon arter 
black powder was being used in the tin mines of' Cornwall, 
England. 
The first powder mil1 in the new World was erected at 
!.~il ton, if.assachusetts, in 1675. It is believed that blast-
ing powder was used in the copper mine at Simsbury, Connecti-
cut, shortly af'ter its discovery in 1705. 
The Eig:iteenth Century and the :first hal!' or the Nine-
teenth saw the discovery or a number of' other explosives, 
but black powder remained the one in general use. With 
the increasing industrial awakening in America, some thirty 
canals ,-,ere dug and about the same nwnber or railroads were 
built, all apparently using explosives to one degree or another. 
The coal mining and iron industries grew unti1 by 1860, about 
25~000,000 pounds o:f blasting powder was manufactured 
annually. 
William Bick:ford, in 1831, 1n Eng1and, invented safety 
fuse. This provided :for the :first time a certain and sa:fer 
method o:f igniting black powder. 
4 
About the middle of the Nineteenth Century, A1:fred 
Nobel invented the first reasonab1y sa:fe and efficient blast-
ing cap. This cap was a capsule, :first of tin, and later of 
copper, containing mercury fu1minate. 
Lammot duPont introduced an improvement o:f great import-
ance in 1857. He substituted relative1y cheap sodimn nitrate 
:for costly potassium nitrate. This revised formu1a was appli-
cable for all but a few specialized uses. 
Nobel, in 1866, succeeded in making nitroglycerin safe by 
mixing it with an absorbent. Thereby, he had a solid sub-
stance sensitive to the action or a blasting cap but rela-
tively insensitive to ordinary shock. 
The development of better and more efficient explosives 
continued at a rapid pace. Nobel, in 1875, invented blasting 
gelatin, which led to the development o:f gelatin dynamites. 
Then came the adoption of ammonium nitrate as an explosive 
ingredient • 
Early workers with ammonium nitrate :found that by vary-
ing the size of the grains, velocity or detonation of a dyna-
mite could be control1ed. By using fine particles very fast 
explosives of high shattering power are obtained~ whereas by 
using coarse grains,the dynamite is much 1ower in ve1ocity 
5 
(4) 
and shattering er£ect. 
~~------~----~---~-~--~--~-~~--~--~--~-~--~--~-~---~~---~~~-
(4) E. I. duPont deNemours & Company, Op. Cit.~ p. 11. 
The above discovery was or great signiricance as it led 
to the development or slower acting explosives which are de-
sirab1e where a heaving, rather than a shattering, ef£ect is 
desired. This led to the introduction of dynamites designed 
for use in gaseous and dusty coal mines. Many of these explo-
sives are now on the Bureau of Mines Permissible List. 
The Development of B1asting Caps 
The invention or a reasonably sare and erficient blast-
ing cap by Nobel, and the invention or sarety fuse by Bick-
ford previous1y have been noted. Mercury fulminate, the de-
tonating agent or the cap. was subsequently used in a mixture 
with potassium chlorate. 
It was desirable to produce a cheaper and more efficient 
cap without using mercury ful.minate. The first step to this 
end was the so-ca1led composition cap. These caps have a 
secondary detonating compound as a base charge and a primary 
compound to explode this base charge. Tetryl was introduced (5) 
as a base charge with a primer of rulminate in 1916. 
-~~-~-~--~------~~---------~~-~~--~------~~~-----~~--~~-~~-
(5) E. I. duPont de Nemours & Company, Op. Cit., p. 13. 
Tetry1 explodes at a high velocity and w111 detonate many 
6 
exp~osives whose sensitivity is too low for detonation by 
mercury fulminate alone. The use of .fulminate was eliminated 
entirely w1.th the advent, in 1929, o:f lead .azide as a primary 
detonating compound. Lead azide provides a cap that is many 
times sa:fer and much more e:fficient than a cap using .fulmin-
ate. Newer more powerful detonating compounds have been develop-
ed subsequently and are in use. An example of one or these 
is nitro-mann1te, known under the trade name of "Manasite". 
The manu:facturer clailns that 11Manas1te" detonators are less 




(6) Atlas Powder Company, Op. Cit., p. 4. 
-~-----~~--~~----~-~~-~----~--~~-----~--------~-..~~----~--~-
Blasting caps, used with safety fuse, are still impor-
tant in many mining operations, particularly those conducted 
underground. However, even in the initial stages of the 
development of the blasting cap it was sought to fire them 
electrically. Early attempts were made by inserting two bare 
wires into the cap charge and igniting the charge by means of 
a spark passed between these bare ends. This type or eleotrio 
blasting cap was supplanted by low tension or bridge-wire caps, 
such as th.e type invented by H. Julius Smith, 1876. This 
prlncipl.a., although greatly improved, is still basic in all 
types or electric blasting caps. 
The regular (instantaneous) electric blasting cap pro-
vides a means o:f detonating simultaneously any_ number of 
7 
charges of high exp1osive. The number of charges that can 
be f'ired at one time is limited by the capacity of the firing 
line or firing machine rather than by the number of fuses 
that can be lighted by a man who then has to run to safety 
before the charges detonate. 
An important development .from the instantaneous electric 
blasting cap is the delay electric blasting cap. Delay caps 
are used to fire explosive charges in sequence. The advant-
age in their use 1s that the timing is more accurate than 
using cap and fuse, and that a complete round can be fired 
without returning to the face between shots. 
Regu1ar delay caps have a time interval of from one to 
two and one half seconds. The caps of any one period do not 
all detonate at precisely the same time, which is claimed as 
an advantage since it reduces the violence of the b1ast for 
(7) 
any given period of delay. Such an advantage may be questioned 
-
~-~~~--~------~----~~--~-------~----~---~~---~-----~~~---~ 
(7) E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Op. Cit., p. 87. 
~~---~-~~--~-------~----~~..-~-~-~~~---~---~-~-----------~-
on the grounds that some dril.1 patterns, particu1arl.y the 
pyramid pattem, for optimum results, require that the cut 
(8) 
holes fire as nearly at the sa.--n.e instant as is possible. 
-------------------... ----~-~ .. --- ----.. ----------~ _ _.. ___________ ._ __ -
(8) Fitzwil.liam, J.B. H., A study of the Efficiency 0£ 
Split-Second Delay Electric Blasting Caps in Underground 
Limestone Mining, Thesis, Missouri School 0£ ~ines and 
Metallurgy, p • 3. 
_____ .. _,_..._._ _______ ~-~.....---.. ------------~-----._ .. ~--~--........ -.. .-
8 
The most recent type of electric blasting cap to be de-
veloped is the short period or split-second de1ay cap. They 
dirfer from regular de1ay caps in that the de1ay intervals 
are very short. The split-second period or delay between 
caps of successive delays are in the order of milliseconds, 
(thousandth of seconds). The actual delay interva1s, as 
well as the number of intervals available, vary with the pro-
ducts of the several manufacturers (Tabler). 
In regular delay caps the de1ay interva1 is determined 
by the burning time of the explosi¥e train in the cap. Thus, 
the longer the delay element of the cap, the longer is the 
delay period. In millisecond delay caps, however, the delay 
period is not governed by the length of the delay element. 
but rather by varying the burning time of the delay element 
by slight changes of chemical composition, and keeping the 
length of the explosive train constant. An important develop-
ment is the design of both regular and millisecond dela7 caps 
(9) 
has been the introduction of the Ventless principle_. 
(9) U.S. Patents, Nos. 1,999,820 (basic patent), 1,989.729, 
2,139,581, 1,924,324, 1,971,502, Re 19,661 of 1,960,591. 
Before the perfection of the Ventless principle it was 
necessary to provide a vent in the cap to allow the escape 
or gases evolved in the burning or tha delay element. In the 
Ventless cap the delay element is of such a composition that 
only a very small volume of gas is evolved which may be read11y 
1ABLE ~1 
Delay Intervals or Blasting Caps of Different Manufacturers 
WESTERN MINIMAX DU PONT 
VENTLESS DELAY MS CAPS 
Delay Av. delay Delay Av.delay 
No. mil.•sec. No. mil.-sec. 
0 10 MS-25 25 
1 32 MS-50 50 
2 60 E-75 75 
3 90 MS•lOO 100 
4 130 m .. 125 125 
5 170 MS•l50 150 
6 210 MS•l?S 1'15 
7 250 MS-200 200 
8 300 MS-250 250 
9 350 MS-300 300 









































absorbed. This per1.~its complete sealing of the cap. 
Figure l shows a cross-section or a typical delay elec-
tric blasting cap. The shell is made of nickel-plated gild-
ing metal, sealed against moisture with a pitch water-proof-
ing material, and a sulphur closure keyed to the metal shell. 
Passing an electric current through the lead wires causes 
the bridge wire, a platinum alloy, to heat and ignite the 
igniter compound. This initates the burni~g of the delay 
element, which is contained in a lead tube. Detonation 0£ 
the cap is completed on the ignition of the cyclonite base 
charge. The total firing time, from the moment or closing 
the electric circuit to the bursting of the cap, is the sum 
of the excitation time and the lag time. The excitation 
time is the time required for the bridge wire to ignite 
the heat sensitive material, and the lag time is the time 
from ignition to detonation of' the cap. The excitation time 
may be varied between comparatively wide limits, by the use 0£ 
different combinationsof igniter composition, and bridge wire, 
composition, diwneter, and length. For this reason, it is not 
recommended that caps of different series, strength, or man-
ufacture be employed in the same circuit, lest failure of one 
or more caps occur. This normally occurs when instantaneous 
and millisecond delay caps or differing series are used in the 
same circuit, as the tota1 firing time o~ one may be in excess 
(10) 
of the excitation time of' another. The delay cap shown 
it C:l ••~- te r - ::' roo::'in6 
i gn.:i. te r ~, :..xtnr e 
laed tube 
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{10) Fitzwilliam, J.B. H., Op. Cit., P• 6. 
in Figure I is representative of both regular delay and milli-
second delay caps. The latter differ only in composition of 
the delay element, which is of constant length. 
Short Period Delay Firing by Mechanical Means 
Prior to the introduction of millisecond delay caps. sane 
quarry operators had been experimenting with various mechani-
cal means of providing split-second delays between detonation 
of charges in a round. 
At least two of these devices have been perfected and are 
available through manufacturers. One of these is the Du Pont 
(11) 
Blasting Timer. This instrwnent is a mechanically operated, 
(11) E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Op. Cit.~ P• 99. 
electrically driven timing device. The timer delivers cur-
rent to a number of explosive charges by power circuits at 
precise time intervals. The timing device uses an electric 
motor for driving a cam shaft which actuates a number of con-
tacts for completing the individual power circuits. The 
timer in current production provides for 15 individual cir-
cuits. The ti~e interval, accurate to plus or minus 5 per-
cent, between these circuits is selected by means of inter-
13 
changeable gears. The machine is available with intervals of 
10, 15, 20 and 25 milliseconds. With any specific interval, 
larger intervals are possible by using alternate contacts. 
The other switch available is the delayed action blasting 
switch invented by L. F. Miller in July 1946, and manurac-
(12) 
tured by Laboratory Associates, Inc. This switch is ope~ated 
(12) Avery, William M., fuany Benerits Found in Delayed Action 
Blasts at New York Trap Rock Quarries, Pit & Quarry, V, 
40, No. 4, pp. 90-2, October, 1947. 
by a small electric motor (1/15 horsepower) which in turn ro-
tates a flat switch blade. As the blade rotates, contact is 
made with points around a circle to m~ich cap wires (one lead-
ing from each hole) are connected. The other cap wire for 
each hole is connected to a common wire leading to the switch. 
Mr. Miller has built a switch with as many as 31 se:parate 
contacts. The switch was originally built with a delay inter-
val of 20 milliseconds, but much experimenting and testing has 
been done at other intervals. 
Of interest is a "Sequential Exploder and Tester", which 
_ (13) 
was developed in Australia in 1949. Tnis machine is a delay 
(13) Chemical Engineering & Mining Review, Vol. 42, No. 2., 
p. 41, November, 1949. 
blasting switch with an interval of 25 milliseconds between 
each shot. The incorporated safety features of this machine 
might we11 be copied by manufacturers in the United States. 
14 
Each shot is connected to the instrument in parallel. When 
all lead wires are connected in numbered sequence, a control 
lmob on the front of the instrument is turned to each number 
corresponding with the detonator number, and a test button 
is pressed. An ohmmeter then indicates the electrical re-
sistance or each individual circuit and, at the same time, 
indicates any open or shorted circuit. As the instrument is 
battery operated, the same control Im.ob is used by turning 
to a position marked "Battery Test". If the battery is cap-
able or firing the number of shots in the round, the meter-
needle will register "good"; if it is incapable, the needle 
will point to "replace". 
A removable key is provided, and when placed 1n a socket 
on the panel and turned, the instrument will lock so that it 
is impossible for anyone to operate the exploder. For fir-
ing, arter all tests are made, the machine is wilocked, and 
then the lcey is placed in a firing socket. ·wnen the key is 
turned the charges are fired and a locking operation takes 
place, preventing further firine until the preparation pro-
cedure is repeated. 
Advantages and Uses or Delayed Action Blasting Systems in 
Surface Mining, Quarrying and Civil Engineering. 
Delayed action blasting systems were first attempted in 
the quarry industry as a means or reducing vibration and con-
cussion. In the quarry industry it was customary to £ire a 
series of heavy charges simultaneously in order to break a 
15 
large volume or rock. Many quarries are situated in or near 
urban areas, and these blasts led to many complaints and 1aw-
sui ts claiming damage rrom noise and vibration. 
It had already been deterndned by the Bureau of l,iines 
that when each of a series of holes was detonated by a cap of 
the standard type delays~ that shooting the holes in sequence 
had the same effect as if they had been fired one on each 
successive day. The vibration pattern from the first shot is 
gone before the vibrations from the second shot reach the 
(14) 
point. 
(14) Rock Products, Vol. 51, p. 118, March, 1948 
However, the use of standard type delays for quarry 
blasting commonly results in poor fragmentation which is extreme-
ly \llldesirable. The tests by the Bureau of Mines showed that 
the amount of vibration rrom a blast is proportional to the 
(15) 
amount of explosives fired at one time. This fact led experi-
(15) Thoenen, J. R. and Windes, s. c., Seismic Effects of 
Quarry Blasting, United States Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 
442» P• 18~ 1942. 
menters to seek a means of firing the holes of a blast 
individually. but at close eoungh intervals so that fragmen-
tation would be at least as good as firing all holes at the 
same instant. 
L. F. Miller of the New York Trap Rock Quarries was one 
of the ear1y experimenters. The delayed action blasting 
machine he perfected already has been described. The fi~st 
tests were made to determine if vibration could be reduced 
16 
without any material loss in the efficiency of the blast. 
These tests, at first four holes, proved that not only were 
vibration and concussion materially decreased, but that frag-
mentation was improved. Figure 2 shows some comparative re-
cordings, obtained on a Cambridge vertical-component Vibro-




(16) Avery, Vlilliam M., Op • .cit .. , ·1,. 91. 
-----~~-~---~-~-~~---~-------~~-~----~~----~~~-----~~~--~--
Further tests were made to see if vibrations would in-
crease if additional holes were fired. On the contrary, it 
was found that there was less vibration as the number of 
holes was increased. The optimum number of holes for the 
greatest reduction of vibration depends on the location, 
(17) 
burden, spacing and type of rock. 
(17) Leet, L. Don, Blasting Vibrations' Effects (Part II), 
Explosives Engineer. Vo1. 29, No. 1. p. 14, January• 
February, 1951. 
--~---~~--~--~--~~~--~~-----~-~~~-~----~--~~-~----~--~-~~~-~ 
In addition to better fragmentation obtained at New 
York Trap Rock's quarries other benefits 0£ delayed action 
b1asting are the ability to shoot more holes and more widely 
spaced ho1es in a single blast. The reduction or baekbreak 
DISTJ''c::: 70 
- - ··~ :..,r::· 
...... -'- - 32 JO 1 r. s . 
r~ 




and the maintenance or cleaner, straighter quarry races. 
B1asts in these quarries that use large diameter blast 
holes normally are done with a line of holes parallel to the 
race. They are shot in sequence rrom one end to the other. 
18 
The £1rst switch was built with a delay interval or al milli-
seconds, however, much experimenting 'and testing has been 
done and the best delay under the conditions present seems 
(18) 
to be about 28 to 32 milliseconds. 
---------~~----~---------~-----~-----------~------~---~-~---
(18) Miller, L. F., Quarry Pro£its With Delayed Blasting, 
Excavating Engineer, Vol. 43, No. 2, p. 17, Feb. 1949. 
-------~--~------~----~~-------~---~-~~------~---------~~--~ 
Many quarry operators have reported excellent results 
with de1ayed action blasts, using both delay action blasting 
machines and millisecond delay caps. A large quarry in Ohio 
has solved a serious rragmentation problem using the Atl~s 
11Rockmaster" system. Two months arter adoption or this sys-
tem production had increased 28~. Here it was possible for 
the first time to utilize a blast shooting two rows of holes 
consecutively. Previous to adoption or the "Rockmaster" 
system dirficult toe conditions had made this practice pro-
(19) 
hibitive. 
-~~-----~--~------------~-~~--~---~--~----~-----~-~-----~---(19) Avery, William M., New Systems and Electrical Devices 
Improve Blasting Efficiency, Pit and Quarry, Vol. 38, 
No. 5, pp 96-7, 100, Nove~ber 1945. 
~-~---~----~~~--~--------------------~---~-- -~~-~------~-~-
Another advantage evident in these blasts is the greatly 
reduced backb~eak,where multiple rows of holes · are necessary. 
19 
i7urnbers irnl i cu-ce sequence o:!: firi~l...'s 
Previous to the introduction or delay blasting excessive 
cracks extending beyond the cut made drilling difficult 
and costly, and made "cuto.ffs" 1n blasting common. The 
practice in the Ohio quarries is to use non, "1", and "2" 
Rockmaster caps, with "o" .delays in the first row, "l" 
delays in the second row, and 11 2 11 delays in the third. 
A1so, p~oved by several years of use in the .field is 
the .fact that throw can be controlled by the use o.f dir-
.fering delay intervals. This enables the blaster to re-
duce the chances of muck from ihe blast covering track 
(20) 
and delaying operations. 
20 
--~---~-~-~-~--~--~~~~~~---~~-~---~~--~---~---~~-~~~--~-----
(20) McFarland, D. M., Better Fragmentation Claimed for 
Fast-Delay Caps, Mining and Metallurgy, Vol. 29, No. 
504, p. 662, December 1948. 
Excellent results with delayed action blasting 1n 
(21) (22) 
quarries have been reported in Massachusetts. the South, 
(23) (24) (25) (26) 
Pennsylvania, and Missouri; as well as canhda, Australia, 
(27) 
and Great Britain. 
~-~-~--~-~~--~------~-~-----~-~~~-------~-~~--~-------------
(21) Horty, Joseph I., Quarrying Hard, Tough Rock at Swamp-
scott, Massachusetts, Explosives Engineer, Vol. 28, 
No. 6, pp. 179-180, :November - December 1950. 
(22) Rock Products, Op. Cit., PP• 116-17. 
(23) Horty, Joseph I., The Bessemer Limestone and Cement 
Company, Explosives Engineer, Vo1. 25, No. 4, pp. 103-6• 
Ju1y - August 1947. 
(24) Rock Products, Vo1. 51, No. 7, P• 78, July 1948. 
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(25) Engineering News-Record, Vol. 143, No. 23, p. 44, Dec. 
s~ 1949. 
(26) Chemical Engineering & Mining Review, Op. Cit., pp. 
41-44. 
(27) Fish, B. G. and Hancock, J., Mine & Quarry Engineering, 
Vol. 15, No. 11, p. 339, November 1949. 
A coal stripping contractor in Ohio has had success 
using short-period delay caps and horizontal. holes f'or 
(28) 
loosening over burden. Mr. A. B. Austin has noted the prac-
(28) Schindler, J. Henry, Stripping Ohio Coal and Cumberland 
No. 3 Mine, Explosives Engineer, Vol. 28, No. 6, p. 174, 
November - Dec&~ber 1950. 
tice of' using short period delays in the high ~d low holes 
system of breaking ground f'or stripping, and also comments 
on the increasing use of' millisecond delays in both hori-
(29) 
zonal and vertical hole systems. 
~~~~---~~-~~-~~---~-------~~-~~~--~~~-------~~~-------~~-~--
(29) Austin, A. B., Use of Fixed Explosives in Bituminous 
Strip Mines, Explosives Engineer, Vol. 27, No. 4, p. 113, 
July - August 1949. 
Mil.lisecond delay caps have been used on many engineer-
ing projects, where rock has been encountered, with excel.lent 
results. As examples: In b1asting rock to be removed in the 
weir and waste channe1 sections of the Downsville Dam of' 
New York City's Delaware Water Supp1y System, and in construct-
(30) (31) 
ion of a highway detour road on the same project; in b1asting 
23 
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(30) Lattanzi. A. Bruce, Blasting Rock Cuts on Heavy - Con-
struction Projects, Exp16sives Engineer, Vol. 29, No. 
1, PP• 17-19, January-February 1951. 
{31) Allio, A. J., The Walsh-Perini Contract of' New Yor~•s 
Downsville Dam, Explosives Engineer, Vol. 27, no. 4~ 
PP• 104-105, July-August 1949. 
~------~---~-~~-----~---~---~~----~~-~-~--~-~-------~~~~--
sideh111 cuts on a highway relocation project in Pennsyl-
vania where it was vital that noise and vibration be kept 
(32) 
at a minimwn; in blasting rock in constructing a tailrace 
(32) Baker, K. N. • Blasting Sidehil1 Cuts, Exp1osives Engineer 
Vol., 26, No. 6, p. 180, Nov.-Dec. 1948. 
~--~-~--~~--~~~-~-~-~~-~~---~--------------~----~------------(33) (34) 
f'or ·-:a:. hydroelectric project S...."'ld several highway cuts in New 
(35) 
England; in construction in New Zealand; and in one instance 
where a c11f'1' immediately adjacent to a railroad was shot 
. (36) 
down with-out once interf'ering with railroad traffic. 
~-----------~---~---~-----~~-----~-~----~-~-----~------~-------
(33)Perreault. E. F. A Hydroelectric Project in New Eng-
l.and, Explosive Engineer, Vo1. 28, No. 1, pp 20-22, 
Jan.- Feb. 1950. 
(34)Lattanz1, A. Bruce, Op. Cit., PP• 19, 28. 
(35)W1111ams~ Dr. G. J., Correspondence with Kr. J.B. H. 
Fitzwilliam, April 4, 1950. 
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Use and Advantages of Short Period Delay Blasting Systems 
in Underground Mining. 
Short period de1ay blasting systems in underground 
mining are a new iimovation. The use or such systems is 
limited main1y to specia1 circumstances. However, ·there 
is much evidence that it would be wise to consider short-
period delay blasting systems before fina1 adoption of a 
blasting procedure at any mine. 
The use or electrical or mechanical devices to pro-
vide delay intervals is impractical underground, because 
of the al.most certian likelihood or the l.eg wires being 
cut by the initial shots. 
The earl.y applications or mil.lisecond delay caps were 
in ore areas where increased fragmentation was desired be-
27 
cause of blocky or slabby ground. Because or their success 
under these conditions they are widely used in blasting 
relativel.y sort materia1, such as limestone, salt, potash, 
gypsum and some of the easier breaking ores. 
Short period delay blasting has shown several advant-
ages over conventional systems in the blasting of potash. 
Potash ore bas a rubbery nature and presents a definite slab-
bing problem. The International Kinerals & Chemical Cor-
poration, Carlsbad, New Mexico, have made extensive tests with 
short period delay caps and have reported the following 
(37) 
improvements in their blasting practices: 
28 
-----~-~---~~~~~-----~---------~-------~-~~------~-~~~~--~-~~ 
( 37) Morris, W. Page, Colorado School o:r t~ine s Quarter1y, 
Vo1. 45, No. 2B. pp 372-374, Apr111950. 
-~-~-~~----~-~--~--...~--~---~----~--~--~-----~------~------~~ 
1. Better :fragmentation. 
2. Decrease in slabbing at collars of blast holes. 
3. Decrease in unexploded powder in muck piles. 
4. Lower muck piles and increased throw o:r materia1. 
5. Decrease in smoke. 
6. Apparent decrease in :fumes. 
7. Better shear between points of blast holes resulting 
in more advance per round. 
Figure 8, shows the details of a normal round in pot-
ash mining using millisecond delay blasting. 
For underground limestone mining, millisecond delay blast-
ing systems have been used with good results. One mine, with 
22 :root wide stopes and 20 :root deep rounds, had trouble with 
slabbing and occasional holes :failing to pull cleanly when 
caps and fuse were used. Uillisecond interva1 delays as 
shovm in Figure 9 were introduced. This round gave better 
and more uniform :fragmentation and cleaner breaks. Not 
only Vias. there an app1..,eciaole reduction in consumption o:r 
explosives, but the e:f£iciency or li~estone loading crews 
(38) 
was increased over 6%. 
------------~~-~-~-----------------------~-----~----~---~~~ 
(38) Barker, c. L., Short Interval Delay 3lasting in Under 
ground Operations, Co1orado Schoo1 o:r I,1ines Q.uarterly. 
Vol. 45, No. 2B, p. 362, April 1950. 
~-~-~-~~~~~--~-~--~~-~------~~----~----~--~-~--~------~-----
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Advantages with millisecond delays have been reported 
1n driving tunnels in a limestone mine (Figure 10). Using 
the normal charge employed and substituting three millisec-
ond delay periods, there was a noticeable dif'f'erence 1n the 
appearance and position of the muck pile. A greater por-
tion or the f'ace was exposed, the crest of the pile was 
f'urther :rran. the f'ace, and the pile was heaped along the 




(39) McFarland, D. M., Some Applications of Millisecond De-
lay Electrrc Blasting Caps 1n Mining, Mining Engi-
neering, Vol. 187, No. 11, p. 1123, November 1950. 
~-~---~-~~--~---.... ------~~---~---~-~-------~-~------~-...-.... -~-
Limestone mines employing "angle shooting" where 
throw is not a !'actor and where :fragmentation is poor with 




(40) Ibid., P• 1124. 
~~--~---~--~~-~~~-----~~-~---~-~~---.... -----~--~~----~----~--
M1111second delay b1asting in shringage stoping bas 
been adopted at several mines. The Greenwood Mineo~ Inland 




(41) Edwards. Robert w., Short Period Delay E. B. Caps 1n 
shrinkage Stop1ng, Explosives Engineer, Vol. 27, No. 3• 
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Here, due to inherent weaknesses in the ore> large 
chunks of ore were broken off and buried in the muck pile 
when safety fuse and blasting caps were in use as deto-
nating agents in primary blasts. Large chunks of ore con-
taining unexploded d:ynamite and a blasting cap were found 
in the muck pile after almost every blast. Primacord was 
tried as the detonating agent and was success:f'ul. However, 
the heavy ground shock ripped the back away• ahead o:r the 
blast, creating an exceptional amount of secondary blasting. 
As a result of this heavy shock the back cracked badly and 
The introduction of short period delay electric blast-
ing caps gave the desired blasting e:r:rect -- no burying of 
large chunks of ore and no heavy concussion or ground 
shock to disturb the back. In a normal blast there are 
:raw pieces larger th§,n one foot 1n diameter and no excess 
of fines. 
Further experimentation at Greenwood Mine has been 
carried on. Their engineers have found that using more 
period of delay gives a good breakage, and also reduces 
concussion by spreading the detonation of the charges over a 
longer., period. 
Figure 11 shows a typical stope at the Greenwood Mine. 
A western metal mine with exceedingly- ::b~.:ocky- ore . ch@nged 
:from cap and fuse to millisecond delays with excellent re-
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---~~-------------~---~----------~-~~~-~-----------~~~--~~ .... 
(42} Barker, c. L. Op. Cit., pp 362-363. 
~~-----~-~--~~-~~~~~~-------~-------~~--~---------~-~-~~-~--
Figure 12 shows the details of a normal millisecond de-
lay round. This type or round has resulted in better rrag-
mentation and cleaner breaks, in maldng sa.fer working places, 
and in the el.imination or dynamite in the muck pile. The 
management estimates that a saving or 10% in explosives cost 
has been made. 
The use or millisecond delays in development work such 
as drifts, raises, shafts and crosscuts has been reported 
but is still largely experimental. Where millisecond delay 
series are used in connection with regula r delays, the in-
creased number of delay intervals makes possible better hole 
rotation 1n tight ground or in very large headings. \'Vhere 
blocky ground is met, better fragmentation results. 
There are two controlling factors in the use of mill.1-
second delays in development work: first, the time 1nterva1 
that must be allowed betv,een the .firing of the cut holes 
and the !'iring 01' the rirst relievers to the cut; second, 
the amount o.f ground that is put on the 1'irst relievers to 
the cut. Where the amount 01' ground on the relievers increases 
(43) 
the delay interval required decreases. 
~~--~-~~---~-~-~--~--~~------~~--~---~~~------~-------~~---
(43) Barker, c. L.~ Op. Cit., pp 365-366. 
---~--~--~~~--~~---~-----~---~-~------~-~-~----~-~------~-~-
Figure 13 shows a _ rotation that pulled' good ·rounds con-· 
siste.nt1y ·u~ing 30 .ho~s,where 38 holes had been used corisis-
\ I,, ,, 
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tently with regular delays. The rock in thi a case is a 
(44) 
hard, massive, dolomitic limestone. 
(44) Barker, c. L., .op. Cit., pp. 369-370. 
Excellent results were obtained rrom. the use or m1111-
second delay caps used in conjunction with diamond-drill blast 
holes in enlarging two shart stations or the Sterling Shai't 
(45) 
or the New Jersey Zinc Company at Ogdensburg, Mew Jersey. 
(45) Sauerwein, F. w. and Hastings, W., Short Period De-
lays Help 1n Enlarging Shart Stations, Engineering&: 
Mining Journal, Vol. 151, No. 5, p. 85, May 1950. 
The st. Joseph Lead Company at Bal.mat, New York, has 
found that "hole robbing" can be prevented and better frag-
mentation obtained by the use 01' millisecond delays in 
(46) 
stoping and similar operations. 
(46) Engineering & Mining Journal, Vol. 151, No. 4, p. 97, 
April 1950. 
On the Menominee Range, 1n the Lake Superior District, 
millisecond delay caps recently have been introduced. These 
delay caps have been used successi'ul.ly to lessen concussion 
and improve fragmentation in long hole ring blasting. They 
also have been used successf'ully in main level drii'ting. A (47) 
powder saving of as much as 2oi bas been reported. Figure 14 
(47) Pearson, Phillip n. and Jamer, Warren w., New Mining 
Methods Tested by Menominee Range Iron Ore Producers, 
i1ining Engineering, Vol. 3, p. 342, April 1951. 
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shows a long-hole round using millisecond delay caps. 
At the Mount Weather Testing Adi t of the Mining Div-
ision, U. s. Bureau oi' Mines, experiments have been carried 
out using millisecond delay caps and various drill patterns 
in driving a raise and crosscut. A limited number of tests 
oi' crosscut rounds reveal that use o~ .mi111second delays 
make it possible to break a longer round with from one to 
three i'ewer holes, all drilled straight in. Fragmentation 
is improved, however, the tremendous rock throw causes 
(48) 
timber damage. 
{48) Agnew, Wing G., Blasting Cross-Cut Rounds With Milli-
second Delays and No Cut Holes, Mining Congress Journa1, 
Vo1. 36, No. 10, p. 85, October 1950. 
---~~~-------~-~---~-~-~-~~---------~~-~---~~----~-~----...----
In driving a ventilation raise at the Mt. Weather Ad1t 
experiments were carried out using millisecond delays with 
(49) (50) 
various drill rounds. Initial tests were made with a con-
( 49) Agnew, Wing G., Blasting Raise Rounds With M111isecond 
Delays, Mining Congress Journal, Vol. 35, No. 4, pp 
70-71, April 1949. 
(50) Agnew, Wing G., More About Blasting Raise Rounds, Min-
ing Congress Journal, Vol 35, No. 10, pp ~0-32, Oct. 1949. 
ventional wedge-cut drill pattern. The cut holes were grad-
ually eliminated until a pattern with no cut holes at all 
was evolved. This round requires less holes, less dj'll&~1te 
and fewer caps than. a conventional type round. Here, as in 
cross-cut round~ excessive throw is a problem yet to be 
solved. 
(51) 
Tests by !tr. Fitzwilliam, at Missouri School o:r Mines 
4l. 
------~~~--~--~-----~-----~~----~--~---~-~--~--~~~~~-~-----~ 
(51) Fitzwi1liam, J.B. H., Op. Cit., pp 55-61. 
Experimental Mine, Rolla, Missouri, showed that milli-
second delays are slightly more efricient when av-cut type 
round is used. However, he round that when a burn-cut type 
round is used no advantage is gained due to freezing or the 
cut holes. The tu.notion or the holes in a burn-cut is to 
provide an additional free race for the relievers to break 
to. In a burn-cut the rock in the burn is broken to small 
particles and expel1ed rrom the burn by the blast. V.1l1en 
regular delays are used variation , or the detonation time of 
individual caps or any one period provides ror breaking or 
the burn by some or the holes and the expulsion or the bro-
ken rock by the detonation of the slightly later firing 
holes. When millisecond delay caps are used, there is much 
less variation in detonation time :fqr .any one. pe.riod. .:Thus, 
if all holes in the burn are primed with the same period 
the burn wi11 :freeze. The author believes that experimen-
tation with two or more intervals in blasting the burn may 
provide a solution or this problem. 
The problem of' throw from dri:ft rounds is one that can 
42 
be solved on1y by experimentation for any particular set of 
conditions. Where timbering is necessary close to the 
face and mucking methods require a pil.e close to the race, 
regul.ar delays will continue to be of use. Vlhere better 
fragmentation is desired, millisecond delays can be prof-
itably applied. 
Ur. c. L. Barker, of E. r. duPont de Nemours and Company, 
believes that continued experimentation with millisecond caps 
(52) 
in underground work wi11 result in the following advantages: 
(52) Barker, C. L., Op. Cit., P. 370. 
1. A decrease in the amount of explosives consumed per 
foot of advance or per ton of' ore broken. 
2. An increase in fragmentation resulting in more effi-
ciency in loading or drawing ore. 
3. A decrease in :fumes, due to the decrease in the 
amount of explosives required. 
4. A possible decrease 1n the number of holes necessary 
to break clean rounds in certain types of rock. 
s. A safer working place because of a cleaner break to 
the point and sides of rounds. 
6. Less timber damage in timbered work because of de-
creased c9ncussion. 
7. The elimination of' unexploded dyn~'1li te in the muck. 
43 
FIELD WORK 
As a part of this research three tests were made at the 
Experimental Quarry of the :Missouri School or Mines and 
Metallurgy. The object or these tests was to determine if 
the optimum millisecond delay interval would be predictable, 
from a few tests, for any particular set of conditions. In 
order to establish a logical and usefu1 index for eva1uating 
these rounds, a questionnaire was sent out to the agricultur-
al limestone producers in the State or Missouri concern-
ing their blasting practices. 
The Experimental Quarry 
Field testa were conducted at the Experimental Quarry 
of Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, which is 
situated about 1i miles West of Rolla, Missouri. The quarry 
roc_k formation is lmown as the Jef!'erson City dolomite. 
This formation is a dolomitic limestone containing nodules 
of chert; it has well defined bedding planes. The formation 
(53) 
has the following general physical characteristics: 
(53) Buckley, E. R. and Buehler, H. A •• The Quarrying Indus-
try, Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines. Ser. 2, Vol. 
2, (1901), p. 102 • 
.. _ ........... ~-----.. - .. _ ........ -----........... ~------.. ----~ ................ -..... -.. -......... _ .. 
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Speci:fic gravity 
• • • • • • • • • 2.801 Porosity •••• • • • • • • • • • 13.00" Ratio of absorption • • • • • • • 5.341 Weight per cu.f't. • • • • • • • • 152.2 lb • Transverse strength • • • • • • • 851.3 psi Crushing strength 
On bed • • • • • • • • • • • 486.7 psi 
·on edge • • • • • • • • • • • 9161.0 psi 
Eguipment 
All holes were drilled witli an Ingersoll-Rand JB-5 
Jackhammer using one inch hollow hexagonal drill steel~ and 
Ingersoll-Rand 4 point, 2 inch diameter Jackbits. All 
dr1111ng was done dry. 
Rock :from each round was piled by a Caterpillar "D-4" 
Bulldozer. A McCormack-Deering "I-9" Tractor ,vi th a front 
end loader was used to carry the broken rock from the quarry 
to the grizzly. 
Grizzly settings were 4 inches and 12 inches. Rocks 
larger than 12 inches, in two or more dimensions, were either 
snaked out of the muck p11e or disposed of by me ans of a 
slide at the grizzly. All oversize boulders were measured 
be:fore disposal. 
All muck was run through the grizzlies and loaded into 
one ton side and end dump cars. These cars were then hand 
tr8.l"Tlmed to the dump. The one ton car bas a capacity of .96 
(54) 
tons of minus 4 inch rock and .75 tons of minus 12 inch rock. 
(54) Nelson, H.P., Explosives Research Project. Missouri 
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A VIEW OF THE GRIZZLY 
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Plate IV 
A VlE\V OF THE GRIZZLY SHQVING SLIDE FOR OVERSIZE ROCK 
Plate V 
THE DWPING TRACK 
Compressed alr for dri1ling was supplied by an Ingersol1-
Rand diese1 driven two-stage compi,assor. 
B1ast~ng Supp1ies 
40fo N. G. Ge1atin Dynamite was chosen a$ having char-
acteristics most suitable for ·the rock encountered. The 
48 
. (55) 
rate of detonation o:r this dynamite is 16.700 rt/sec. which 
(55) Olin Industries, Inc~• Handbook of Explosives Products, 
P• 10. 
is slow enough to break the rock without excessive throw. 
Western Seismograph Electric Blasting Caps were used 
for detonating the charges. For these tests extremel.y ac-
curate timing was required, seismograph caps are constructed 
so that there is a minum.um or time lag between the instant 
or current application and the rupture or the bridge wire 
with no lag between rupture or the bridge wire and deto-
nation of the charge. The following table shows the speed 
or SeismO caps based on tests made at the manufacturers 
(56) 
labratories. 






























In order to provide an accurate and flexible de1ay 
interval for blasting the test rounds, an electronic de-
49 
1ay blasting tin1er ·switch was built. After consultation with 
many iD:5 tructors of the Electrical, Physics and Mechanical 
Enginee~ing Departments of tbe Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy, an electronic type sw~tch was decided upon. The 
switch was built with the aid of Mr. Skitek and the Elec-
trical Engineering Department. 
An electronic timer was chosen because it could be 
constructed as a sel~-contained machine. All power to op-
erate the timer and the blasting circuits is supplied from 
be avy duty "B" bat te rie s • The se bat terie s are common and 
easily replaced. The timer also· has the advantage of having 
readily adjustable delay intervals between individual cir-
cuits. Adjusting the delay interva1 .: is accomplished by adjust-
ing only three dia1s on the panel of' the blasting timer. 
The operation of the blasting timer is based on the 
performance of two relays. The delay interva1 is determined 
by the time required i'or the relays to build up to a pre-
determined current, the relays then act as switches ·releasing 
50 
current f'rom condensers which provide the power ror the 
f'ir1ng circuits. The current avai1able to the relays is 
controlled by variable rheostats. Thus, by varying the 
resistance of' the rheostats the time required for the relays 
to operate can be adjusted. Calibration of' the relays was 
made by the Electrical Engineering Department. 
Operation of' the blasting timer in the f'ield is rela-
tive1y simple. Terminals are provided f'or attaching the 
three paral.1e1 circuits o:r the round, and the power supplies 
!'or the relays and the blasting c1rcui t. The time interval 
is adjusted by three switches. A selector switch which 
chooses between three circuits 1..s !'irst set in position one, 
two, or three dependent upon the time interval desired. Then 
two reheostat control. knobs are set, one f'or each relay, 
according to settings determined f'rom the calibration graphs. 
To !'ire the timer an "on-of'" switch is turned to the on 
position. 
The sequence of' operation of' the blasting timer is con-
trolled by the "on-of'!'" switch. When this switch is turned 
on, the f'irst cap !'ires. At a predetermined time interval 
later, as set by the control on Relay No. 1, the second cap 
f'ires. At a predetennined time interva1 a!'ter !'iring of' the 
second cap, as set by the control on Relay No. 2, the third 
cap· !'ires. 
This blasting timer was tested at the Experimental 
Quarry. As the tests proved success!'u1, the timer was used 
ror the rounds shot as part or this research. By using the 
timer and seismograph caps it was possib1e to ~ire the 
rounds with a de1ay interval within plus or minus one 
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Survey~ Blasting Practices 
In order to have a practical basis on which to base 
test resu1ts, a survey oi' blasting practices of the agri-
cultural 1imestone producers of the state was made. A list 
of the producers was obtained through the courtesy of the 
Uissouri Geological Survey. 
Plate #VII is a copy of the questionnaire that was sent 
to over two hundred agricultural limestone producers. Sixty-
one @esti.onnaires were returned, about 30{o of' the total sent 
out. The return was not as good as hoped f'or, but was suf':fi-
cient for the purposes of' setting up an index for weighing 
the test rounds. 
Questions one through four are covered in the discussion 
of the "Index" to i'ollow. The answers to question :five de-
pended upon the method of loading employed at each quarry. 
Where shovels are used i'or 1oading 1 a pile that is relative-
ly close to the face is desired. The height of the pile is 
not critical. Ideally, for shovel 1oading, it is desirable 
to just break the rock, small enough to be handled by the 
shovel dipper, with little or no movement. If, as in the case 
of some smaller quarries, a front end scoop loader is used 
then a muck pile that is even, not too high, and wel.1 broken 
is desired. 
The answers to questions six and seven brought out same 
interesting reatures. A great majority of the quarries answer-
ing the questionnaire were situated at di 'stances o:f one or more 
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m11es rran urban areas where noise and vibration would be 
a ractor. The nearest structures were in most cases rrom 
500 to 1500 £eet rrom the quarry. Approximately 45~ or 
the quarries answering use a blasting system employing the 
use or millisecond delay caps or short interval blasting 
switches. An additional 33~ report the use or a delay system. 
The author believes that many of this 33%, using a delay 
system, employ some sort or millisecond delay systems, but 
they did not rill out the answer with su£r1cient detail. 
It is interesting to note that only 8% reported the use or 
cap and ruse for primary blasting. A £ew others do use cap 
end f'use for secondary blasting. The high percentage 0£ 
quarries using millisecond delay blasting systems although 
they are not close to any urban areas, indicates that the 
reason ror their use is the improved rragmentation, throw 
and backbreak these systems provide. It is doubtful that a 
small operator would adopt a blasting system that does not 
provide positive financial benefits. 
A great variety of dynamites in use were reported. Most 
of the dynamites are straight or ammonia types. Severa1 
quarries reported using ge1atin dynamites. Detonation r~tes 
or the dynamites used are most1y between 12,000 and 15,000 
reet per second. A relative1y s1ow speed dynamite, such as 
is commonly used, gives a heaving action that separates the 
rock from the face, and yet it is fast enough to provide for 
suitable fragmentation. Higher speed dynamites would throw 
the rock too much and there would be more likelihood or 
1.. 
-
INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF BLASTING RESULTS 
-conducted by 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY 
.ROLLA. Missomu-
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In your operation. how do: you rate the importance or the 
roil.owing ractors in primary bl.asting? P1ease rate on 
the basis of a combined total. or iooi: 
Yiel.d (tons of rock broken/1b. of ex:pl.osive used ) ~ 
Fragmentation (size or broken material.) ----- ~ 
Throw (maximum distance from new face at which 
material. is recovered) ~ 
Ground vibration (caused by b1ast) ~ 
Noise (as a.rrecting 1oca1 residents ~ ) ~ Other (pl.ease indicate /0.. 
Tota1 100 ~ 
2. What is your average yie1d! 
----------------------
tons/l.b. 
3. What rragmentation so you attain 1n primary b1ast1ng? 
P1ease indicate your estab11shed size ranges and average~ 







4. What do you consider the best throw or your ~peration?_ ft. 
5. What cross sectiona1 shape or rock p11e do you 
strive fort 
---------------------------------------------
6. How near is your operation to: 
(a) structures that coul.d be damaged by ground 
vibrations! rt. ( b) thickl.y p opu--l-a_t_e_d_a_r_e_a_s_w.-i!h-1!!""'"c~h~m--ay--o~r'"'!l:t~e-r-------
comp 1ain ts or excess ~oise? ft. 
7. What type of b1asting caps do you use? 
a. What type of expl.osive do you use? ______________________ __ 
9. Are the resul.ts of your bl.asts affected by joints, rissur-
es, bedding-p1anes, etc.T 
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excessive backbreak. 
Only a :few quarries reported adverse erfects rrom the 
in:fluence o:r joints, :fissure, bedding planes and clay semns. 
In general, the answers to the questionnaire seem to in-
dicate that quarry operators in Missouri are progressive and 
wel1 in:formed or new developments in the industry. 
The Index 
In order to provide a means or comparing the relative 
character o:f the results o:r the test rounds, the :following 
index was used. This method was developed by Assistant Pro-
:fessor R. F. Bruzewski o:r the Department or Mining Engineering 
or the Missouri School o:f Mines and Metallurgy. It is similar 
(57) 
to that used by R. J. Jones. 
~~-~--~~-~-~-~----~-----~-~-----~-~--~~---~~----~~------~--~-
(57) Jones~ R. J., Effects or a Reverse Order of Firing 
Using Millisecond Delay Electric Blasting Caps in a 
Quarry Operation. The.sis, Missouri School or Mines 
and Metallurgy, pp. 3-7. 
--~--~--------~~------------------------~----~~--~-----------
The index is based on three !'unctions: 
1. Fragmentation; - the size o:r the broken rock after 
blasting. 
2. Yield; - the tons o:r rock broken per pound of ex-
plosive. 
3. Throw; - the distance from the face that the rock 
is thrown by the b1ast. 
Previous experimenters who have used this index system 
have arbitrari1y assigned weights to the above !'unctions. 
Rather than base the !Unctions on personal experience~ the 
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weights to be used have been detennined rrom question one 
o:f the quest:tonaire. ~be :figure 11100.011 is used as indicating 
~ 
an optimum-most desirab1e index. The :functiona1 weights are 
as :fo11ows: 
Fragmentation 
Yie1d - - - -






With this index each round can be compared with the 
optimum round and w1 th each or any o:f the other rounds. As 
an example: A round producing :fragmentation that is 80% 9:f 
perfect; a yie1d 70% o:f per:fect; and a throw 60% or perfect, 
has a computed index as :follows: 
Fragmentation 55.0 X .so 44.0 
Yield 37.5 X .70 26.25 
Throw 7.5 X .60 4.5 
Index Rating 74.75 
When using the above index, va1ues were assigned 
to each function to represent an optimum round. Thus, frag-
mentation is considered per:fect when a11 rock has been broken 
to minus :four inches; yield is per:fect- when 3.0 tons o:f rock 
are broken per pound o:f explosive used; and throw is consid-
ered per:fect when a11 rock broken :fa1l.s within ten :feet o:f 
the new :face • 
Percentage values :for the :functions o:f the index are 
arrived at as :fol.lows: 
Fragmentation: Agricultural. limestone, aggregates. 
and road metal are the common uses :for Missouri 1inestone, 
and all. require that the rock be crushed. Therefore, the 
greatest possible :fragmentation is desirable. The largest 
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size or rock that is economical. is limited by the sma1lest 
limiting unit or the rock handling process, bucket or scoop 
capac1 ty • haulage unit, or crusher size. A rock larger than 
26 inches is considered to require secondary brealdng by 
blasting or other means for this study. For these tests rock 
partic1es broken to minus 4 inches (-4") are assigned a 100% 
in:f1uence; particles in the p1us 4 inch, minus 12 inch .( f4"-
1211) catagory a 50% in:fluence; and rock o:r plus 12 inch, 
minus 26 inch { f12 11-26") a 0% influence. Rock larger than 
26 inche-s ( f26 11 ) would require secondary breaking and is 
assigned a minus 100~ influence. A summary of' the values ror 
the various sizes or rock particles are as :follows: 
-4" 





To illustrate the calculation of a :fragmentation indox. 
Fragmentation 
-4" 
/-4" - 12'! 












so.ox 1.00 so.a~ 
30.0 X .50 15.0~ 
10.0 X .QQ 0e0% 
10.0 X (-) 1.00 (-) 10e0~ 
The rragmentation of this theoret1ca1 round is 55.0% of 
perfect. As the index weight £or perfect fragmentation is 
ss.o~ this rragmentation index is equa1 to 0.55 x55.0 or 30.25. 
Y1e1d: Based on question two or the questionnaiTe ,·the 
optimum f'ig11re for yiel.d is taken as 3 tons of' rock 
broken per pound of' powder used. This f'1gure is consider-
(58) 
ably l.ess than that of' 4.38 used by Jones. The l.ow f'igure 
( 58) Ibid • , p • 4 • 
is more representative of what can be attained by a small. 
operator using small diameter bl.astholes. 
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The value f'or yield is arrived at by a mathematica1 
• 
ratio: Tons of rock broken/l.bs powder T 3.0 x 100: percent-
age. As an exam.pl.a, a round breaking 55 tons of' rock and us-
ing 20 pounds of' powder woul.d be ca1cul.ated as f'o11ows: 
55/20: 3 X l.00 a 82.5% 
The yield of' this round is 82.5% of' the optimum. 
The y1e1d index f'or this round is then .825 x 37.5 or 30.94. 
Throw: A bul.1dozer is standard equipment at most quarr-
ies. One of' the primary f'unctions of the bulldozer is to 
pile the rock af'ter the blast so that it is more easi1y hand-
l.ed by the l.oading unit. With equipment such as bul.l.dozers 
the ei':fects of throw by a b1ast are not too serious» however, 
it is still desirable to have the muck p11e concentrated at the 
race. As indicated by questions i'our and five of' the ques-
tionnaire, the optimum throw would be within 10 f'eet of the new 
face. Throw further than l.10 i'eet f'rom the new face is con-
sidered as being uneconom1ca1 and is assigned a negative 
va1ue. Throw between 10 1'eet and 110 :feet :from the new 
1'ace is ca1eulated as :follows: 
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As an example, a round throT1s rock 80 f'eet 1'ram the 
new face, then; (110 feet - 80 :reet) / 100 x 100%: 30%. 
Throw in this instance would be 30% of' the optimum. 
The throw index would then be .30 x 7.5 or 2.25. 








Thus, this theoretical round would be 63.44% or the 
optimum desired round. The ease with which this index can 
be used is re adil.y appreciable. By basing the :functions upon 
actual blasting practice resul.ts :from the tests can be direct-
ly compared with actual. industrial blasts. 
Test Procedure 
As the portion or the Experimental Quarry to be used 
:ror these tests had not been previously stripped for use, it 
was necessary to :first remove the overburden. The area to 
be stripped was approximately 40 :feet long and 20 :feet wide. 
The burden was approximately 8 :feet deep, consisting o:r one 
foot of soil over 7 :feet of' mixed layers or cl.a.y, shale and 
partially disintegrated sandstone. In all, about 240 cubic 
yards of burden were removed. 
Stripping of the burden was accomp1ished by drilling 6 
root holes on a 4 :root grid. These holes were 1~" in d1a-
:meter and were loaded with 5 sticks of du Pont "Lump Coal" 
C. powder, each ho1e was primed with one stick of' SO% 
Special Gelatin and a Number 10 blasting cap. "Lump Coal" 
(59) 
Chas a ve1ocity of' 5,000 :feet per second which heaved 
(59) E. r. du Pont de Nemours, Op. Cit •• p. 69. 
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the burden, breaking it without throw. The broken rock was 
then bulldozed to the waste dump. 
Af'ter the burden was stripped, a corner was shot out 
of' the race to provide an additional. :free race :ror the test 
round to break to. 
The test round was 1aid out as indicated in Figure 16. 
The holes then were dri11ed 8 :feet deep, pl.us or minus 0.1 
:feet. Each ho1e was then 1oaded with 19 sticks of' N. G. 
Ge1atin Dynamite. The primer cartridge was p1aced at the 
bottom of' each hole and was primed with one Western Seismo 
cap. All the powder was loaded in the bottom of' the holes. 
A tota1 of' 57 one inch by eight inch st1.cks of' powder were 
1oaded in each round. As the cartridge count f'or this powder 
(60) 
is 141 sticks per 50 pound case, a tota1 of' ~.2 pounds of' 
(60) Olin Industries. Inc., Op. Cit., P• 51 
powder was used :for each round. A11 ho1es were tamped with 
sand and c1ay to the surf'ace. Each ho1e 1n the round was 
then connected to an individual circuit. The ho1e adjacent 
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fire it :f'irst, the midd1e hole fired second, and the third ho1e 
last. 
As al1 muck from the test rounds was run through the 
grizzlies and tran11ued to the dump and measured, the total amount 
of rock broken was directly determined, as were the amounts in 
each c1ass of fragmentation. Throw was measured by taping from 
the base of the new face to the edge o:r the muck pile at:· several 
points, an average of these measurements was taken as the throw. 
Round Details and Results 
Round Number One 
Details: 
De1ay interval between holes - - - - - - 5 milliseconds 
Hole number l 2 
-
Depth of' hole 8 :feet a.1 feet 
Depth to top of powder 4 feet 4.3 feet 
Total powder used - -. - - - - -
Fragmentation: 
Size Ranse Cars Cu. Ft Tons 
-4" 30 3/4 
/i4" -1211 20 3/4 







Total. tonnage broken---------- 56.5 tons 













This round broke to a bedding plane slightly above the 




Size Range .:1 12.. Influence Weight 
- 4n 53.5 X 1.00 = 53.5 /i.4" -12'! 32.4 X .so - 16.2 -2'~ -26" 6.5 X .oo 
-
o.o 
f,26 11 7.2 X {-) 1.00 - (-) 7.2 
-I 62.5 
Index value: 62.5 x 55: 34.4 
Yield: 
Total tonnage 56.5 ~ 3 x 100 • 84 
Lbs. or explosive 20.2 
Index value: 84 x 37.5: 31.5 
Throw: 
{110 - a9> / 100 x ~100 = 21 
Index value: 21 x .075 = 1.6 
Total index rating: 34.4 f 31.5 f 1.6: 67.5 
Round Numbe r Ti.vo 
Details: 
Delay interval between holes- - - - - - - - 10 milliseconds 
Hole number 1 2 3 
Depth or hole 8 .1 f'eet a.1 :feet a.1 f'eet 
Depth or top powder 3.6 f'eet 3.6 reet 3.8 f'eet 




f 4" - 12" 





Total tonnage broken 
Rock throw 



























- 4n so.2 X 1.00 
-
-
-12" 33.l X a.so 
-
-
-26 11 11.5 X o.oo -
-4.5 X (-) 1.00: 
Index value: 63.0 X .55 • 34.6 
Yield: 
Total tonnage 
Lbs or explosive 
61.4 ~ 3 X 100: 101 
20.2 • 
Index value: 101 x .375 = 37.8 
Throw: 
(110 - 85) / 100 x 100: 25 
Index value: 25 x .075 = 1.8 








Round Number Three 
Details: 
De1ay interval between ho1es - - - - - - 15 milliseconds 
Hol.e number l 2 3 
- - -
Depth of' hole 8.1 feet 8.1 :reet 8.1 £eet 
Depth to top of powder 3.8 feet 4.3 feet 3.7 :reet 
Total powder used - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.2 _lbs. 
Fragmentation: 
Size Range 

























This round was similar to the proceeding two rounds, but 
an improvement in f'ragmen tation is evident. 
Index Ratins: 
Fragmentation: 
Size Ranse ~ In:r1uence 
- 4" 56.7 X 1.00 -
-I 4"-12" 31.3 X 0.50 -
-12"-26 .. o.o X o.o = j' 26" 3.5 X {-) 1.00 
-
-
Index value: 68.85 x .55: 37.8 
Yield: 
Total tonnage 
Lbs or explosive 









Index value= 100.s x .375: 37.7 
Throw: 
(110 - 83) / 100 x 100: 27 
Index value: 27 x .075 = 2.3 
Total index rating: 37.8 f 37.7 f 2.3 = 77.8 
The results of the above three test rounds, when 
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platted upon a graph, show a curve. The author believes that 
by making several further tests an optimum. de1ay interval 
would be indicated on this curve. 
As the delay 1nterva1 approached the optimum, the frag-
mentation of the rock would increase; this is indicated by 
comparison of the test rollllds, particularly Round Three. It 
is doubtful whether the yield would increase as Rounds Two 
and Three are already at the optimum point. Any f'urther ton-
nage would have to come from backbreak, and that would be un-
desirable. Rock throw would continue to decrease as the de-
lay interval incre~sed. 
From the above, it is apparent that the efficiency or a 
round is dependent primarily upon the fragmentation achieved. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Short period delay blasting systems. employing the 
use of either millisecond delay caps or delay action blast-
ing switches, are well established in the surface mining and 
quarrying industries. Although the reduction of vibration 
ard noise was the reason £or the development of short period 
delay systems, the other advantages they provide have had much 
to do with the wide-spread adoption. Poor fragmentation 
is often the greatest problem ~acing the small quarry oper-
ator. One of the most outs~anding advantages of short period 
delay systems ts the improved fragmentation they provide. 
Another advantage to the small operator is the possibility 
of controlling backbreak; this allows an operator using a 
jackhammer or wagon-drill for drilling. to drill and blast 
several rows of boles without excessively cracking the face. 
There are many applications of short period delay blast-
ing systems in engineering projects. If blasting in or near 
urban areas, the decrease in vibration and noise makes their 
use imperative. The ability to control and direct throw with 
these systems is also a great advantage. Underground, short 
' 
period delay systems have many applications. Here ,however. 
their use is not nearly as universal as in surface work. 
For many stoping systems short period delay systems of 
blasting provide a means 9f getting a better rragmentation and 
safer working conditions. Better rragmentation is especially 
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important where a stope is mucked by means of' a chute system. 
Saf'er working conditi<m.s are a result of' the decreased shock 
to 1he wa1ls and back of' the stope. 
Slabby or blocky ores are a wide f'ield vd1ere short period 
delay blasting systen;.s have been successfully applied. These 
systems have been wide1y accepted f'or blasting potash, limestone 
salt, gypsum and some of' the easier breaking ores. These r.:ines 
are usualJ..y highly mecha...~ized and the f'ragmentation and controll-
ed throv1 possible through the use of' short period delay ".l1ast-
ing systems is of' 0 reat value. 
For development ·•,:ork however, these blasting systems have 
not as yet proved themselves. Their application is def'inite-
ly limited to conditions where excessive thro\'1 is not undesir-
able. Experimentation with the use or mil.lisecond blasting 
caps in blasting various types of' cuts, and with directing the 
direction of' the throw so that little harm is done is being 
unde1--taken and may 1ead to the adoption of' these systems. It 
is possible that an en tire1y neVI type of' cut or burn v,111 be 
required f'or good results. 
In general, the author believes that the :following advant-
ages of short period de1ay blasting systems have been brought 
forth in this paper: 
Surf'ace ':.~ininG a...Yl.d Quarrying 
1. Greatly improved rragmentation over other 
blasting systems • 
2. Better contro11ed backbreak Vlhen shooting 
multiple rows 0£ holes. 
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3. Better regulation of throw. 
4. A possible decrease. 1n drilling and explo-
sives costs, due to the larger spacing and heavier burden 
possible 1n many instances. 
5. Less complaints and/or law suits resulting 
from excess noise and vibration. 
Underground Mining 
1. Improved f'ragmentation in mining s1abby or 
b1ocky ores by the room and pillar method. 
2. Savings in loading time in soft ores, where 
mechanized mining is practiced, due to a better shaped muck 
pile. 
3. Improved fragmentation for many types or 
stoping, including long-hole ring drilling. 
4. Safer working conditions in :st(?pes :because 
of greatly reduced shock to the walls and back frmn the blast, 
and because of the decreased likelihood of chutes becoming 
plugged. 
5. Increased efficiency in loading or drawing 
ore. 
6. A decrease in explosives and drilling costs, 
because in many cases rounds using millisecond delays will pull 
with fewer holes than standard rounds. 
7. Better elimination of dpiamite in the muck 
than in other systems. 
With the above advantages evident, it would not be prudent 
for any mine or quarry operator to adopt a blasting system with-
out thoroughly investigating short period delay blasting systems. 
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The questionnaire~ sent out to the agricultural lime-
stone producers or the State of Missouri, revealed that over 
45% or those quarries answering had a short period delay 
blasting system in use. In general, it was noted that blast-
ing practices and blasting results in these quarries were 
efficient and up to date. 
The test rounds made at the Experimental Quarry indi-
c~te that by running a series of experimental rounds an 
efficiency curve can be determined, and the optimum del~y 
interval chosen. The results show that optimum yield is 
reached at a very short interval, and that an increase in 
yield could be attained only at the expense of excess back-
break. Throw apparently is governed by the delay interval; 
the longer the delay interval the shorter is the throw. 
Fragmentation is the critical function in determining the 
efficiency of a round. The tests indicate that increased 
fragmentation results when a longer t i me interval is used. 
The author believes that an optimum delay interval £or 
any set of rock condition exists, beyond which £ragment-
ation will decrease. 
The increased fragm.entation obtained using short period 
delay blasting systems may be explained by the rollowing 
theory: In an instantaneous blast all holes detonate at 
once, the rock is separated from the £ace and propelled out~ 
ward. Rock breakage is accomplished by ihe explosive force 
causing parting along planes of wealmess in the rock, and by 
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the impact between rocks, and between rocks and the ground. 
VJhere a short period delay system is used the rock is broken 
from the race in a peeling action. The explosive force of 
the first hole to fire is taken up in breaking from the face; 
when the second hole fires, the rock from the first hole 
is still suspended in the air. A portion of the explosive 
force from the second hole is directed into the rook in sus-
pension from the first hole. This explosive force results in 




RELATIONSHIP OF EFFICIENCY TO DELAY INTERVAL OF THE TEST ROUIIDS 




An extensive review or literature was made in order to 
assess the uses and advantages or short period del.ay blaat-
j_ng systems. Three test rounds were dril.l.ed and blasted at 
the Experimen~al. Quarry of the Missouri School or Mines and 
Metallurgy to determine if an optimum delay interval. could 
be readily deduced on the basis or a £ew rounds. 
It was round that short period del.ay blasting systems 
are 1n wide use in surrace mining and quarrying. They pro-
vide improved fragmentation, better control. of backbreak, 
more regulation of throw, savings in expl.osives and dri1ling 
costs, and l.ess compl.nints resu1ting f~om excess noise and 
vibration. Underground, they are used where soft. b1oclq', 
or sl.abby ores are encountered. The better fragmentation 
possible with short period delay blasting systems makes poss-
ible increased efficiency in drawing ore from stopes in 
mining systems using drawholes ror l.oading ore. Safer work-
ing conditions is another advantage. Their application to 
underground development work is at present limited due to the 
excessive throw over that a£forded by standard del.ay blasting. 
The test rounds indicated that by running a short series 
of test blasts, an efficient system and an optimum delay 
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